[Transient loss of consciousness: a frequent and difficult problem in emergency service. Retrospective analysis of 391 cases].
The present study was designed to evaluate the patients with transient loss of consciousness who are seen in the emergency room and the ways in which they are currently triaged and evaluated, to determine the risk factors influencing their prognosis, and to analyze the aspects of diagnostic evaluation that are most useful. We made a retrospective study of 391 patients with transient loss of consciousness seen at the emergency room of S. Martino hospital. The causes of loss of consciousness, admission decision, diagnostic tests ordered, initial and final diagnoses and mortality are evaluated. The admission decision was influenced by three factors: cause of loss of consciousness, presence of chronic disease, and patient age. The same factors were shown to influence mortality. Full concordance between initial and final diagnosis was only 50 per cent. In 18.6 per cent of patients the cause of loss of consciousness was not identified at dismissal. The history and physical examination were crucial elements in the evaluation of most patients, and only in selected cases did tests such as electrocardiogram, Holter monitoring, electroencephalogram, computerized tomography scan provide diagnostic information.